Introducing
Adaptation Ledger™

Urgent and Massive Adaptation
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Source: UNEP Adaptation Finance Gap Report, 2016

Adaptation Ledger Ecosystem
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Adaptation Ledger™: Origins
and Evolution
• Each of the co-founders created building blocks for Adaptation Ledger
“integrations” (will get to these!) over many years
• Adaptation Ledger concept conceived nearly three years ago by A-L principals and
then refined through research, dialogue and “friendlies” process
• Adaptation Ledger Limited formally launched May 2018
• Now in period of dialogue and demand driven development of appropriate
integrations
• Development of a sectoral application (coastal)
• Broadened engagement in adaptation and digital communities
• ….creation of Adaptation Ledger Integrated Platform General Application (ALGA)
and testing ALSAs
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Digital Innovations for Climate
• Digital Revolution
•Internet of Things (IoT) billions of connected devices
•Big Data/Analytics
•Data is a new asset class “Data is the new Oil”
•Sharing economy, Mobile economy, AI…
•Distributed Ledger Technology (1000s of applications, e.g. IBM, JPM)
• Applications of Digital Solutions for Climate
•Climate Actions (Smarter 2030)
•MRV/Accounting (“Digital MRV”)
•Climate Finance tracking and new financial mechanisms
•Climate Markets (credits, Token Economy)
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Introducing Adaptation Ledger
Co-Founders: Karl Schultz
•

Creator of the climate Vulnerability Reduction
Credit (VRC™)

•

Co-founder of The Higher Ground Foundation, the
organizer of VRC Instrument

•

Climate and development expert with experiences
in government, consultancies, start ups, and third
sector in energy, water and sanitation, and urban/
regional planning areas

•

Focused on:

• Climate impacts and adaptation assessment, planning and
policy
• Climate economics and finance
• Adaptation monitoring and evaluation, metrics
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About the VRC™
• Adaptation Ledger’s “currency” for
distributed ledger and NexGen Technology
applications
• Unified metric for adaptation results
using avoided impact costs
• Post hoc, verified reward that may
leverage finance and instill confidence in
adaptation investments outcomes

The Higher Ground Foundation:
• Established in 2011 by Karl Schultz,
Roland Mader and Linus Adler
• Team of experts and volunteers spanning
disciplines, countries and interests
• VRC concept first published in Climate
Policy, 2011

• Projects registered, credits issued under
oversight of The Higher Ground
Foundation

• Developed Standard Framework;
organized experts review validation in
2017

• Guided by expert-validated VRC Standard
Framework

• Pilot Implementation and Partnerships
Phase (PIPP)

To discuss VRCs separately…..
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Introducing Adaptation Ledger
Co-Founders: Ira Feldman
•

Ira has served as:
• ABA Climate, Sustainability & Ecosystems chair
• ASAP Policy Committee co-chair
• Coordinator, ISO adaptation standards process

•

He founded the Climate Adaptation Scholars network and is
currently the Climate Chain Coalition’s Adaptation Team co-leader

•

As an environmental lawyer and sustainability professional, Ira has
focused on:
• Environmental regulatory innovation (greentrack)
• Sustainability policy and practice (PCSD, ISSP)
• Voluntary Standards, sustainability metrics (ISO, GRI)
• Blockchain governance
• Sustainability in higher education (SCC)
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“Many hats” = interdisciplinary
expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate adaptation expert
Sustainability, ecosystem services
The Challenge of Climate Adaptation
Innovations in law, policy, regulation
University and NCSE affiliations
US and global networks

•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Adaptations Scholars -> CAPPS
Standards and metrics
Multi-stakeholder processes
Governance
Public-private partnerships
ES&G in Financial Sectors
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Introducing Adaptation Ledger
Co-Founders: Tom Baumann
• Co-Founder, ClimateCHECK (Services)
• Inventor, Collaborase (Standards 2.0 software)
• Co-Founder, GHG Management Institute (MRV Training)
• Founder & Co-Chair, Climate Chain Coalition (Global
Network of Blockchain/Digital for Climate)
• International Chair, ISO Climate Change Standards
(2014-2019)
• Climate Researcher, Blockchain Research Institute
• Co-Founder, Xpansiv (DLT Digital Commodities)
Expertise: Innovation for Standardization Systems and MRV Systems for Climate and
Sustainability
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Challenges….and Opportunities
• The adaptation side of the climate change equation is still lagging…
• The financial sector has yet to mobilize on adaptation in a
meaningful way.
• Best practices for adaptation in specific contexts are lacking; such
standards are only beginning to be drafted (not cohesively for
efficient application).
• We acknowledge that the adaptation landscape currently includes
numerous potentially relevant activities and initiatives but
integration is lacking.
• Learn from the errors in the mitigation space (ad hoc, etc.) to focus
on a coherent approach for adaptation
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Source: UNEP Adaptation Finance Gap Report, 2016

The Gap in Climate Adaptation:
• Currently, there is no integrated, coordinated, and highly
responsive STANDARDS, EXCHANGE, AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
with a design that creates clear incentives for developing
(defined broadly):
•Standards for climate adaptation to organize the essential tools
•Comprising: technologies, practice, metrics, exchange
mechanisms and finance
•In other words, we need consensus on the “climate services”
required to support effective global action on climate
adaptation.
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The Adaptation Mandate:
• The current state of play suggests that incremental change will be
inadequate.
•We believe that a new pathway is needed -- one that can be
envisioned by bringing new tools and approaches to bear.
• A major effort to “re-tool” the system is essential
•Making that happen requires capacity building that combines
fundamental climate knowledge with the application of digital
solutions.
• We suggest that transformative change can only occur if we commit to
fight climate disruption with disruptive digital technologies.
•Digital innovations and especially distributed ledger technology
•innovative governance solutions
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The Integration Goal We are
Suggesting:
• Goal: to provide efficiency, transparency, accountability, extensibility,
scalability, inclusiveness, and integrity to help make climate adaptation
solutions attractive to investors and reduce our vulnerability -- and losses.
• What is new here? A systematic, applied integration of a suite of tools and
testbeds combining all these elements in order for them to deliberately
work together.
• We seek to synergize standards systems, blockchain/digital tools and
Vulnerability Reduction Credits (VRCs™) to better align adaptation
solutions with climate finance and usher in a new era of accelerated and
coordinated adaptation action.
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Overview of Related Systems
The following systems overlap - there are many challenges and opportunities:
• Climate Services
•
•
•
•

Climate Actions (projects, programs, production, consumption, behaviour…)
Climate Finance
Climate Governance (multi-level governance)
Adaptation Frameworks (planning, implementation, M&E…)

•
•
•
•

Theory of Change / Transformational Change
MRV and M&E Frameworks and Standards
Sustainability / SDGs Policy Coherence
Digital and Governance Innovations (and Adaptation Finance Innovations - VRCs)
Integrated Platform (System) needed to overcome challenges and realize
opportunities
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Adaptation Ledger Ecosystem
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Purpose for Integrated Platform
• From incremental improvements and project-level theory of
change to transformational change for system-level scale/
speed
• Urgency for massive investment into climate action Now
• Challenges of current systems that are immature, poorlyconnected, slow-moving…
• Opportunities of rapidly advancing digital solutions to reduce
costs, improve data integrity and environmental integrity,
increase transparency and tracking to increase access to
finance
• Digital solutions not just data and ledgers
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Climate Services Value Chain
“…transformation of climate-related data - together with
other relevant information - into customized products [e.g.
analysis, assessment, evaluation…] for solutions and any
other service in relation to climate… As such, these services
include data, information and knowledge that support
adaptation, mitigation and DRM” (EU MACS)
Upstream CS, e.g. raw earth observation data
Midstream CS, e.g. vulnerability assessment, adaptation
finance planning
Downstream CS, e.g. project impact M&E (improvement in
resilience metrics), adaptation finance and marketplace
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Digital for Sustainability
• GeSI Smarter 2030 (ICT enables “smart” systems for resource
efficiency, cost savings, speed, data and environmental integrity,
etc.)
• 1000s of blockchain/DLT initiatives around the world - financial,
energy, supply chains, smart cities, etc.
• DLT converts data into “Digital Assets” (Digital twins of physical
and financial assets) and enables new and increased economic
systems (e.g people not currently part of the financial system)
• About 1000 blockchains for social good (although many are no
good - we want to fix that)
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Climate Services Products
Examples include:
• Climate data records
• Climate models and projections
• Seasonal / medium range forecasting
• Regional downscaling of data sets
• Mapping and analysis tools
• Web-based or other portals to access and process climaterelated data [and expert communities, etc.]
• Climate risk assessments, vulnerability assessments
• Publications, guidance documents about climate-related risks
and opportunities
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Digital Infrastructure for Climate
• Digital representation of physical and
financial (Digital Twinning)
• Digital “Token” (ID management) linked to
internet-connected data sources
• Sustainability attributes (e.g. GHGs, SDGs)
• Data architecture and business logic
(Code)
• Physical/product/financial/data/
stakeholder/SDGs on the Ledger
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Governance Innovations and
Smart Standards
• Climate governance
• In flux and not really effective
• Frameworks and standards disconnected
• Not aligned or matched with the speed/dynamic digital space
• Multi-level and non-state actor centric bottom up multi-stakeholder governance
• Standards system - make these Smart too
• Post-WW2 system that needs to be modernized / re-invented
• Digital solutions run on code made from rules taken from standards
• We’ll need > 10x standards for automated MRV and M&E digital solutions
• We’ll need standards development/deployment faster, e.g. 90% less time
• Blockchain/DLT enables new economic models and incentives to rules/standards
developers
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Governance Innovations and
Smart Standards
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(ALGA) Adaptation Ledger Integrated
Platform for General Applications
Systems Conceptual Structure and Mechanics (research and
experience)
Challenges and opportunities to innovate improvements:
1. Design new structure and mechanisms at the component
level
2. as well as a Strategy Plan and Collaborative Economic
Reward System
3. for an integrated system that provides a flexible yet
unifying foundation / platform
4. of standardized modular data / M&E / MRV applications for
specific climate actions
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High-Level Components of
Integrated Platform (ALGA)
Alignment with Climate-smart strategies/management systems, including finance
Climate Services Value Chain (focus on Adaptation)
Climate Actions (focus on Adaptation)
General Standards System Governance (Going beyond “WTO, ISO Directives”, DAO?) and Economic Reward System (Smart
Standards App Store); linking with Paris Agreement and other climate governance, as well as standards and governance for
finance, digital, etc.
Standards System Framework (Modular, unified, extensible SDG methodologies) - i.e. Smart Standards (Smart Contracts)
Data architecture and data management system for Digital Twinning
Blockchain protocol and Frameworks
- Multi-chain functionality for interoperability with Ethereum, IOTA, Bitcoin, Hyperledger, etc.
- Based on EEA standards, ISO TC307, ITU, IOTA, Hyperledger
- IoT blockchain data volume/time scalability and speed
- Smart contracts compatibility across chains
Consistency of ALGA with Specific Application Digital/Data System
- each ALSA will deploy various different types of data management systems that will both transfer data “on-chain” from the
smart meter and transfer data “off-chain” to the smart device.
- data maps (over PFDs, PIDs, …) need to link at micro (specific project, project types) and macro levels (sectoral, regional)
ALSA User Interface/Explorer-Reporting Tools
- This is designed for specific applications or project types as the “wrapper” for regular humans to use the software empowered
by blockchain to do things
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Adaptation Ledger Ecosystem
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Adaptation Ledger Contacts
Overall: info@adaptationledger.com
Ira Feldman: ira@adaptationledger.com
Karl Schultz: karl@adaptationledger.com
Tom Baumann: tom@adaptationledger.com
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